Workplace Bullying – In the news
Are you causing your staff mental
injury?
Then get ready for a big, fat lawsuit, as
claims and awards for psychological
damage at work soar... [more]
Michael McCullough, Canadian Business
February 14, 2011

Duking it out with bad managers
'Bad apples' often tolerated if they get
results, but they're a headache for human
resources. ... [more]
Wallace Immen, Globe & Mail
January 21, 2011

Taming a temperamental superstar
employee
When Wayne McHale was a senior
executive with a large international
manufacturing firm, he heard reports that
staff in one of the branch offices was fed up
with the arrogant and condescending
attitude of a hotshot new manager. ... [more]
Angela Kryhul, Report on Business
December 3, 2010

Legislative punch needed to curb office
bullies
Group of professionals calls for better
protection for victims of psychological and
emotional abuse... [more]
Darah Hansen, Vancouver Sun
November 23, 2010

Bullying takes its toll in workplace
Bullying is a hazard in the workplace – but
it's not just an occupational hazard, like
getting a bad boss instead of a good one, or
ending up in an office with co-workers you
don't really like. ... [more]
Kim Covert, Postmedia News
November 17, 2010

Courts don't treat bullying lightly
If abusive behaviour is such that the court
concludes, in all of the circumstances, no
employee should have to put up with it, the
employee can resign and sue... [more]
Howard Levitt, Financial Post
Nov. 10, 2010

Bullying at work worse than gender,
racial harassment: Report
Just as Ontario is set to pass a new bill
making workplace harassment illegal, new
research from Queen's University 's School
of business indicates that workplace
bullying can be more damaging than racial
or gender harassment... [more]
Julie Fortier, Financial Post
June 14, 2010

When a leader becomes a bully
Defining a “bully” is easy for dictionaries.
Otherwise, it is a matter of perspective.
What is the difference between being a
bully and having an assertive management
style? Are the courts and tribunals the best
situated to decide?... [more]
Howard Levitt, Financial Post
May 13, 2009

Bullied right out the door
Workplace bullying has already undermined
one in three workers and could cost more
innocent victims their jobs as economic
pressures increase, an international antibullying expert predicts. ... [more]
Katherine Dedyna, Times Colonist
November 20, 2008

Workplace bullying effects
underestimated: study
The bad days are behind her now, but three
years ago relentless teasing and criticism by
female colleagues at the lab where she
worked nearly ruined Tina's life. ... [more]
Murray Oliver, CTV News Video
March 8, 2008

Is this the end of the Toxic Boss?
Judges are sending corporate bullies a
message: treat your employees with
respect ... [more]

Mob Mentality
...You are being mobbed at work when
colleagues attack your dignity, integrity and
competence over a period of months or
years. ... [more]
Vicki O'Brien, BC Business Online
June 1, 2007

Battling the bully (Roudtable)
A recent BCBusinss story on workplace
bullying (“Bad boss, bad boss,” Dec. '06)
clearly hit a nerve. We received an
overwhelming response from readers,
revealing an ugly undercurrent beneath the
facade of today's high-performance
workplace. ... [more]
Perry Zavitz, BC Business Online
May 1, 2007

The big, bad boss
When people quit, it's not the company
they're leaving ... [more]
Katherine Macklem, Macleans
October 17, 2005

Workplace bullying
It dismantles teamwork, hobbles
productivity – and costs money. ... [more]
Sarah Hood, Canadian Business Online
September 13, 2004

Sarah Scott, Macleans
September 3, 2007
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